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ABSTRACT
Sudden fragmentation of gun barrel due to projectile premature tends to
occur for no obvious reasons and is still a not well-understood event. The
objective of this thesis is to identify possible cause of failure by analyzing the
transient behavior of a 105 mm gun barre.! at the section where high explosives
are detonated. Finite elements and volume energy density criterion are applied
to diagnose the failure behavior.
When stress wave reflections are accounted for, stresses and energy
densities would fluctuate in different phase such that their peaks and valleys
mayor may not occur at the same time. Character of the detonation pressure
as specified in the dynamic stress analysis would have a direct consequence on
the failure prediction. A conservative estimate based on the energy density
criterion shows that the 105 mm gun barrel is on the borderline of failure
initiation after 80 microseconds of detonation at the pressure level of
approximately 727 MPa. If the same detonation pressure is held for one-half of
a millisecond, then the gun barrel is predicted to fail by fracture. Keep in mind
that'the time response of field measurement equipment is no better than a
millisecond and yet high stress and energy states in the gun barrel are already
predicted within 10 - 5 of a second.' Variations in the holding time of the
detonation pressure could account for the difference between occurrence or
avoidance of projectile premature.
Validation of the proposed cause of failure requires a better estimate of the
dynamic fracture properties of the gun barrel material in addition to a more
realistic modelling of jacket/barrel interface. Deliberately induced gunbarrel
fracture tests can then be carried out by varying the holding time of the
detonation pressure.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
On occasions, a projectile containing high explosives would detonate in the
gun barrel. The explosion destroys the gun and releases blast and fragments
which have injured and killed personnel manning the weapon. Such accidents
are referred to as "projectile premature". It is pointless to engage in the long
standing argument whether the gun tube or ammunition is at fault. As
projectile premature rarely occurs in hand guns, the design of high explosive
gun barrels is either on the borderline or not understood in principle. Despite
the exhaustive efforts made on tests and/or analyses in the past, the problem of
projectile premature remains to be challenged. Among the factors examined are
initial flaws and the degradation of fatigue life of material [1-4J. Transient
vibrations have also been analyzed [5] in addition to a host of publications that
are not directly relevant to the problem; they have not pinpointed either the
cause of failure or the means to eliminate failure.
It is worthwhile to recall similar incidences of gas and oil pipeline
explosions for reasons that were not known at the time. A research program
was launched between the Lehigh Institute of Fracture and Solid Mechanics and
Centro Sperimentale Metallurgico in Italy to investigate the basic cause of
pipeline failure [6,7J. The common practice of performing field destruction tests
proved to be both time-consuming and expensive; they did not shed light on the
problem. Incompatibility between the pipeline geometry and load transfer rate
was the key factor. The larger size pipelines were more vulnerable because they
tend to dissipate more energy by volume change in contrast to shape change. A
st,ructure must be designed to absorb the nonuniform rate of energy transfer at
3
each location depending on the history of loading rate. This requires a precise
knowledge of the rate change of volume with suiface foro'each of the material
element. In retrospect, the empirical method had to give way for the diagnostic
approach. It would not be surprising at all that the same line of reasoning
applies to the design of high explosive gun barrels although it would be
premature to draw such a conclusion prior to completing the resea~ch work.'
In addition to focus attention on finding the basic failure mechanisms that
govern gun tube explosions, emphases will be given to an effective combination
of dynamic stress and failure analysis. Wave propagation effects are considered
essential even though the inclusion of which in the stress analysis could be
complex and difficult. It is not surprising that the effect of dynamic impact for
the Charpy V-notch test were analyzed only in recent time [8J. The same
applies for the structural response of repeated dynamic impact, an example of
which is the transient behavior of XT-75 20 mm cannon support [9J. Arrest of
an impacted running crack is another situation [10] where plastic stress waves
must be considered. Successful predictions of the potential failure sites were
made possible in [8-10] by applying the volume energy density criterion [11,12J.
As geometric configuration change contributes to the alteration of local strain
rates from one region to another, such a feature can be captured only if the
phenomenon of wave reflection is included in the stress analysis. These changes
must also be reflected in the failure analysis. That is, the proportion of
distortion and dilatation would vary not only in time but also in location. The
local and global stationary values of the volume energy density can
automatically yield such information. A dynamic failure instability index
4
[13,14] will be defined to account for the combined effect of shock wave, gun
tube material and geometry, in addition to other factors that enter into the
material/structure damage process. This index is time dependent and also
renders information on fracture initiation as the prevailing energy density level
becomes critical.
Joint failure of the Challenger space shuttle solid propellant rocket was
predicted at approximately 70 to 79 seconds after launching. This time
corresponded to a sudden increase of the failure instability index that was
confined to the first joint initially and expanded to cover the entire length of
the rocket as the critical time was reached. That is, when failure takes place
globally. Stiffness changes when improperly arranged along gun barrel could
also increase the chance of premature fracture.
This thesis makes an effort to study the transient failure behavior of the
M68Al 105 mm gun tube for the M48H tank. Use is made of the volume
energy density criterion [11,12] and the Two-Dimensional Stress Wave Analysis
Code [15]. This code was developed for analyzing the dynamic fracture
behavior of the F-18 canopy. It accounts for the reflection of stress waves in
the solid structure. The detonation pressure/time test data [16] give a generalp
idea of the dynamic response but are not indicative of the actual in-bore
detonation characteristics. Transient boundary conditions need to be
established for a realistic determination of the dynamic stress / strain and energy
density distribution as a function of time. Particular attention is given to the
jacketed end of the gun tube where the high explosives are detonated.
5
Such a firing power has the capability to cause catastrophic failure if the energy
release is localized at a given instance. The interface between the jacket and
main barrel is idealized to transmit shock waves without interruption in one
case and to be blocked completely in another. The actual condition would lie in
between. One of the objectives of this work is to develop a methodology for
analyzing the dynamic fracture instability of gun barrel at the firing stage. The
results suggest potential possibilities to improve on the existing design and
provide ideas for new design configurations.
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CHAPTER 2 - DYNAMIC FAILURE INSTABILITY WEIGHED BY
PROPORTION OF DISTORTION AND DILATATION
Deliberately induced explosion of gun barrels showed fragments are
extensively deformed and warped. They are indicative 9f failure involving
heavy shear and fracture. That corresponds to material elements damaged by
experiencing excessive distortion and dilatation in accordance with the energy
density distribution. The proportion of distortion and dilatation would
determine the degree of plastic deformation in contrast to fracture. Unless
these two fundamental modes of failure are treated simultaneously, no accurate
prediction of metal failure could be made.
2.1 Proportion of Distortion and Dilatation
As technology advances, the design requirements of structural components
become more stringent. Stress and failure analysis must be refined accordingly.
As load, geometry and material would interact differently in a system,
optimization of their combined effect should be kept in mind when assessing the
performance limit of structural components. When loads are applied quickly,
there is the added complexity of tracing the disturbance with time. Wave
reflections from boundaries are not easy to track without considering a massive
amount of data. In general, each material element is dilated and distorted by
waves traveling at the speeds
_ ~,\ + 2/1
cl- -p-,
7
(2.1 )
where). and J1 are the Lame constants and p is the mass density. In equation
(2.1), cl and c2 are known, respectively, as the' dilatational and distortional
wave speed. The energy per unit volume associated with distortion and
dilatation can be computed, respectively, as
(2.2)
and
(2.3)
if the medium can be assumed to be linear and elastic. The Young's modulus is
E and Poisson's ratio is v while O"x'O"y""'O"zx are the stress components. For
materials that behave nonlinearly,
(2.4)
can no longer be divided into (dW/dV)d and (dW/dV)v as shown in equations
(2.2) and (2.3). The ratio of (dW/dV)d/(dW/dV)v would have to be
determined independent of the assumption of material linearity.
The volume energy density criterion [11-13] can, in general, determine the
proportion of distortion and dilatation without invoking the material linearity
8
assumption. That is, the locations at which
and
(dW) dW)dV d > (dV v' (Distortion dominates)
(Dilatation dominates)
(2.5)
(2.6)
can be obtained directly from the stationary values of dW/ dV with reference to
the space variables. More specifically, among the many maxima and minima of
dWjdV, the maximum of the maximum dWjdV or (dWjdV)m:~~ would
determine the location at which equation (2.5) applies and of the minimum
dWjdV or (dWjdV)~i: would determine the location at which equation (2.6)
applies. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1 for the case of one space variable. A
surface with peaks and valleys of dW j dV would result for two space variables.
dW max(-)dV max
'sl>UU
I
>-
.'!:::
(f)
c
(1)
u
>-
en
'-
(1)
C
W
a Space variable
Figure 2.1 - Stationary values of volume energy density for one space variable.
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2.2 Volume Energy Density Criterion: Dynamic Failure Initiation
As long as the stresses (J" •• and strains t·· in equation (2.4) are determined
IJ IJ
by including dynamic effects, the basic hypotheses of the volume energy density
criterion [11-13] remain valid as they apply to all loading conditions regardless
of geometry and material type. The present work will make use of the
following:
o Failure initiation by fracture and yielding is assumed to coincide with
locations of the maximum of (dW/dV)min and (dW/dV)max denoted as
(dW/ dV)~i: and (dW/ dV)m~~.
o Failure by fracture and yielding is assumed to occur when (dW/dV) .
mIn
and (dW/dV)max reach their respective critical values, say (dW/dV)c and
(dW/dV)y.
The quantities (dW/ dV)y and (dW/ dV)c correspond to the area under the true
stress and strain curve at yield and fracture, respectively. For a linear elastic
material where the onset of yield and fracture would be the same: (dW/ dV)y
= (dW/ dV)c. This would be overly conservative because local elements in a
continuum could yield while the overall behavior may still be elastic. The
critical dW/ dV or (dW/ dV)c can be obtained from a uniaxial test:
(2.7)
o
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where <c is the critical strain at fracture. It will depend on the loading rate.
What should be kept in mind for the elastic-plastic material is that not all
of the energy would be used for fracture; a portion of the work would be done to
cause plastic deformation. This, however, would add to the complexity of the
analysis that is beyond the scope of this work.
2.3 Local and Global Stationary Values
There is no need to make a priori assumption on the location of failure
initiation when applying the volume energy density criterion. It can be
determined from the transient volume energy density distribution. Material
damage invariably initiates at a given location and then spreads to another
before it terminates when unloaded or causes complete destruction. The
interim stage of failure can be quantified from a knowledge of the local and
global stationary values of dWjdV.
Consider the local coordinates (xl'Yl),(x2,y2), ... ,(xn ,yn) at points
0l,02, ... ,On, respectively. Refer to Figure 2.2. At each point, say OJ' there
prevails a (dWjdV)max and (dWjdV) . with reference to the angle f). for a
mm J
fixed r·. A unique pair (dWjdV)~~~ and (dW jdV)miLX can be found amongJ mIn
all of the points j = l,2, ... ,n. They correspond to the maximum of
(dWjdV)max and maximum of (dW jdV) .. This would be considered as the
, nlln
local stationary values which will be distinguished by using the subscript 1.
According to the volume energy density criterion, [(dWjdV)~~~]L and
11
[(dW/dV)~i:JL would correspond, respectively, to the site of yield and fracture
initiation.
y I
R ,
8
X Global0 coordinates
~V22 VjGhV1 r2 8 ." ~2 r.r 0 X 2 J 8 J.1 28 1 Local OJ Xj ...
0 1 x, coordinates
Figure 2.2 - Local and global coordinate system.
Instead of moving the coordinate system from point to point, reference can
be made to a fixed system (X,Y) or (R,e) as shown in Figure 2.2. The maxima
and minima of dW j dV thus obtained are known as the global stationary values
and shall be distinguished with the subscript G. Again, there prevails only one
paIr of [(dWjdV)maxlG and [(dWjdV)min1G such that they are the largest.
The notation [(dWjdV)iii~~]G and [(dWjdV)~i:]G IS adopted, the
determination of which can be best illustrated from the volume energy density
contour plots in Figure 2.3. The contours are numbered such that the order
1,2, ... ,10 corresponds to increase in the magnitude of dW jdV. Two maxima
occur at A and B and two minima at C and D. It follows from
12
[(dW) ] [(dW) ] [(dW) ] < [(dW) ]dV max A > dV max B' dV min C dV min D
that [(dW/dV)m:~i]G occurs at A and [(dW/dV)~i:]G at D.
c
B
Figure 2.3 - Contour of constant global volume energy density function.
V"'
2.4 Dynamic Failure Instability Index
(2.8)
For each time instant t, it IS possible to find a point L at which
[(dW/dV)~i:]L is located and G at which [(dW/dV)~i:]G' if attention is
focused only on fracture initiation. The point L is likely to occur near the solid
boundary at a distance ro which is known as the core region. It should be
13
r Solid boundary
,
f(ldw)max]~ dV min L
- _J -<D 0 fl(dw)max]-eo-~_ r ~ dV min G
~-r--~G
Predicted failure path
Figure 2.4 - Predicted path of failure.
sufficiently far away from the surface such that (dW/dV)v/(dW/dV)d IS
greater than unity. Figure 2.4 illustrates how the locations L a.nd G are
determined. Once 1'0 is set and - eo is known, the intersection of the line OL
with the semi-circle of radius ro determines L. The line OG with the a.ngle - <Po
is long compared to ro such that the distance ebetween Land G is sufficiently
close to the assumed path of failure in the volume energy density criterion.
Small e corresponds to localized failure where G would be near L. More
widespread failure corresponds to large ewhere Land G would be further apart.
The driving force of failure depends on the magnitude of [( dW/ dV)miixl
L
and
mm
[(dW/dV)~~JG; it can be computed as
14
eS = J~~ (r) dr
a
(2.9)
in which r is the distance of integration along the line LG. The units of S are
the same as the energy release rate quantity used in fracture mechanics.
The time at which failure initiates depends on [(dW/dV)~~JL and (!, both
of which could be in-phase as shown in Figure 2.5(a) or out-of-phase as shown in
Figure 2.5(b). The situation in Figure 2.5(a) is less desirable because large
Time t
~(dW)max]
II dV min L
>
'"0
~
'"0
>-
.'!:
en
c
(J)
'"0
>-
OJ
....
(J)
c
(J)
(J)
E
:J
o>L-- ___
o
>~
S
'"0
>-
.....
·iii
c
(J)
'"0
>-
OJ
....
(J)
c
(J)
(J)
E
:J
"0
>
OL-------------)-Time t
(a) In-phase (b) Out-of-phase
Figure 2.5 - Variations of local maximum of minimum energy density with
failure instability index.
values of e and [(dW/dV)~f:JL both occur about at the same time. Should
failure initiate, it would be relatively unstable or more widespread. The
situation in Figure 2.5(b) would be preferred in a given design. Unstable failure
corresponding to large e is not likely to take place because it occurs at low
Critical condition would be first reached at large
15
[(dW/ dV)~i:]L'where £ is small. That is, failure would be localized. The
interplay between £ and [(dW/ dV)~i:JL in time 'plays a key role in designing
structural components against the condition of unstable dynamic failure. The
application of this concept is best illustrated by the failure analysis on the
Challenger solid propellant rocket [14J.
16
CHAPTER 3 - ELASTODYNAMIC FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
The pressure time load history in the gun barrel is not conducive to
analytical solution. A finite element scheme will be adopted such that the
system could be discretized into a network of elements connected by nodes.
The displacements on these nodes are found in steps that cover the time span of
the gun tube explosion with sufficient accuracy. Convergence of the solution
involves appropriate selection of the finite element mesh size in relation to the
time increments. Numerical results are carefully screened so that only those
pertinent to dynamic fracture initiation would be presented.
3.1 Variational Scheme
Instead of solving directly for the displacements ui (i
equations
x,y,z) from the
(3.1)
for a linear, elastic and homogeneous isotropic body, an approximate solution of
equation (3.1) will be obtained by application of the principle of virtual work.
Recall that A and J1 are the Lame constants as mentioned earlier in connection
with the velocities cl and c2 in equations (2.1). To this end, a functional II
reflecting the balance of energy is introduced such that equilibrium would
require its variation to vanish. This minimizes the error in the approximation
of the actual solution.
17
Let a system with volume A be bounded by the surface I; on which
n
tractions T i and/or displacements ui could be sp'ecified as a function of time.
Figure 3.1 shows a scheme of the continuum 'under consideration. If 5
Tractions
.r
Volume 1\
/
Displacements
Surface ~
/
Figure 3.1 - Schematic of a continuum subjected to tractions and/or
displacements.
represents the operator for a small arbitrary variation, then bIT can be expressed
as
n,
bIT = fA (j .. bc,.dA - f I; T1· bu1,dI; + fA pii1·5u1,dA, 1,J = x,y,z
. 1J 1J··
(3.2)
The displacements ui when differentiated twice with respect to time yield the
accelerations iii where dot stands for differentiation with time. Stresses and
strains are denoted, respectively, by (joo and coo. A linear relation between the1J 1J
strains and displacement gradients is assumed:
18
_ 1 aUi OUj
(ij - "2 (ax. + oxJ, I,J = x,y,z
J 1
The minimization process reqUIrIng 5II
governing differential equations.
3.2 Plane Element Transformation
(3.3)
o IS then carried out to derive the
As the element shapes depicted to discretize the physical system could be
irregular in shape, the bookkeeping process is facili tated by transforming them
to unit elements whose sides are equal. Illustrated in Figure 3.2(a) and 3.2(b)
are, respectively, the twelve (12) nodes element in the physical and transformed
plane. If (xi,yi) are the nodal coordinates of each element, then the field
coordinates (x,y) can be written as
12 12
x = L Ni(~,1])xi, y = L Ni(~,1])yi
i=l i=l
(3.4)
The interpolation functions Ni(~,T}) defined in terms of the local coordinates
(~,1]) can be found in [17]. The same can be written for the displacement vector
£ with £0 being the value on the nodes, i.e.,
(3.5)
In two dimensions, dA -+ d~ and d~ -+ ds such that they could be referred
to (x,y) or (~,1]) in view of
19
7'\0
11
4
'\
2 3
x, Ux0
(a) Physical plane
y
,~
~
(-1/3,1) (1/3,1)
(1,-1)10 9 8 7 (1,1)
~
(-1,1/3)1h
(-1,-1/3)12
6 (1,1/3)
O~----t-----ll
c 5 (1,-1/3)
o
(-1,1) 1 2
w
3 4(1,-1 )
x
(b) Transformed plane
Figure 3.2 - Isoparametric transformation of twelve (12) node element.
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dA ----; d~ = dxdy = IJld~d1J
(3.6)
The differential arc length ds is defined in Figure 3.3. The Jacobian IJI in the
first of equations (3.6) is given by
',.,./( (3.7)
y
Normal
direction
l"dS L
dy ~
~dX~
x0
Figure 3.3 - Notation for differential arc length referred to rectangular
coordinates.
The first derivatives of the coordinates can be expressed in terms of (x,y) or
oy a oy a ( ax a ax a)
a (817' ~ - 8[ . -ary) a - 817 . ~ +8[ . -ary
ax - PI ' oy - IJI
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(3.8)
3.3 Governing Equations of Motion
The stresses and strains in equation (3.2) can all be expressed in terms of
the displacements by using the stress-strain relations
(3.9)
where [D] is the material matrix given by
v 0
, I-v
E(1- v) v (3.10)[D] = (l+v)(1-2v) I-v 0
0 0 1- 2v2( 1 - v)
The strain-displacement expressions are also applied:
aux auy
-+-ay ax
2- 0ax
02-ay
a a
ay ax
. [ :~ ] = [B] [::~ ]
(3.11)
Since 8u· i- 0, the condition 811 = 0 leads to a system of equations
1
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(3.12)
The mass matrix [M] is
(3.13)
'while .
(3.14)
is the stiffness matrix. The load vector is
(3.15)
The contour C surrounds the surface 1:. Since equations (3.12) are valid for any
given time t, i.e.,
(3.16)
it can be discretized and applied to any time interval ~t as
(3.17)
The central difference scheme in Figure 3.4 is employed to discretize the time
variable so that the velocity at t takes the form
23
Q)
.:.0 _ -- ..............
.~ -1/'t A
1
.......r --
~ I I I
iL I I I I
I I I I
I I I I
I I I I
t-LH J t t t + n.t
Time
Figure 3.4 - Central difference scheme applied to t~me in segments.
and the acceleration is given by
3.4 Incremental Analysis
(3.18)
(3.19)
At t = 0, ht} and {,!~.a} at each node are assumed known. The second
order derivative of h~O} or initial acceleration can thus be found from equations
(3.16):
(3.20)
It follows that both
(3.21 )
and
(3.22)
are also known. For step number greater than one (1), the nodal displacements
can be computed as
{~Oh +~t = [~J . ((2. [M] - (.6.t )2[K]) {~Oh - [M]{~Oh _ ~t
+ (~t)2{g}t)
3.5 Convergence Scheme
(3.23)
A convergence scheme is sought for the time iteration of the incremental
analysis. Consider the following:
• The first step:
(3.24)
• The second step:
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(3.25)
o The third step:
(3.26)
As this procedure continues for the obtainment of b~O} t. for i = 4,5, etc., from
1
the governing equations step by step, a relation can be established that would
dominate the convergence of the iteration. It becomes apparent that
O(I(6t)2[K]I) should be less than that of j[M]1 with I[M]I being the determinant
of [M]. More specifically,
(3.27)
The above scheme is used in the 2D SWAC program [15] developed by the
Lehigh Institute of Fracture and Solid Mechanics; it is considered to be more
straightforward and effective than those in [18,19].
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3.6 Numerical Integration
Evaluation of the matrices such as [M] in equation (3.13) or [K] in equation
(3.14) involves integration which is carried out numerically. They refer to the
transformed variables ~ and 1] the limits of which are from - 1 to +1. That is,
the integral expressions to be considered are of the type
1 1
f f G( ~ ,1])d(d1]
-1 -1
Gaussian integration can thus be used to give
(3.28)
(3.29)
The number of integration points n1 and n2 in each direction will depend on the
degree of polynomial that approximates the function, G( ~,1]). For a polynomial
of degree 2n1 -1, for example, the integration can be exact by using n1
Gaussian points with H. and H. being the weighting functions. For the 12-node
1 J
rectangular element, only four points are needed in each direction. Sixteen (16)
Gaussian points can thus be embedded in each of the twelve (12) node
isoparametric element such that
~2 = - (3 = 0.339981043584856,
1]2 = -1]3 = 0.339981043584856,
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(1 = - (4 = 0.861136311594053,
1]1 = -1]4 = 0.861136311594053
(3.30)
The values H· (j = 1,2,... ,4) in equation (3.29) areJ
HI = H4 = 0.347854845137454
(3.31 )
H2 = H3 = 0.652145154862546
Once the numerical values of {};~J are known, the quantities of interest such as
Wand {d can thus be obtained.
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CHAPTER 4 - PROBLEM STATEMENT AND METHOD OF APPROACH
The projectile motion during its transit in a gun tube can be very complex.
It undergoes axial, angular and transverse motion. A technique for monitoring
the interior ballistic data has been developed by the Picatinny Arsenal in
Dover, New Jersey [20,21]. No attempts will be made to include the
kinematical details of the projectile. Rather, attention will be focused on the
damage inflicted to the gun barrel from the in-bore time pressure at the end
where detonation occurred. Effects such as wear profile, manufacturing defects,
rotating band configuration, etc., can always be added into the analysis after
the basic mechanisms of gun barrel fracture is identified.
4.1 Geometry and Material
Depicted in Figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(b) are, respectively, the side and top
view of a M48H tank. Mounted on the turret are the 7.62 mm machine gun
and M68A1 105 mm gun tube, the profile and dimensions of which are shown in
Figure 4.2. The end where the projectile enters is reinforced by a jacket 42.95
em in length. The bore diameter is wider at the entrance and narrows down to
approximately 105 mm at Section BE. To be analyzed are dynamic stress and
strain fields at Section AA when the projectile is detonated.
The gun barrel is made of 4340 steel, the true stress and true strain curve
of which is given in Figure 4.3. IVIore specifically, the mechanical properties can
be found in Table 4.1.
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Turret
(a) Side view
_---105 mm Gun barrel
(b) Top view
Figure 4.1 - Schematic of M48H tank.
4.2 Time Variations of Bore Pressure
In-bore data are difficult to collect, particularly in regions where explosives
are being activated. What comes closest to monitoring the bore detonation
pressure would be data from a piezoelectric gage at the upper side of the breech
as shown in Figure 4.4. As the explosives are set off, the mechanical motion
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Figure 4.2 - Profile and dimensions of 105 mm gun barrel.
Table 4.1 - Mechanical properties of 4340 steel
Density
p (kgjm3 )
Poisson's
ratio v
Young's modulus
Ex 105 (MPa)
Yield strength
(}ys x 102 (MPa)
7,850 0.3 2 12.41
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Figure 4.3 - True stress and true strain curve of 4340 steel.
exerted to the piezoelectric gage would be converted into electrical signal
calibrated in terms of pressure. Figure 4.5 shows how the in-bore pressure P(t)
rises as a function t [16] when the projectile is detonated at Section AA in
Figure 4.2. The curve attains a peak at approximately 2 msec and then decays
very quickly. At Section BB, say 171.5 cm away from the location of explosion,
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Figure 4.4 - Location of piezoelectric gage on gun barrel.
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Figure 4.5 - Experimental data [16J of bore pressure near entrance of 105 mm
gun barrel.
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the magnitude of the pressure reduces about one order of magnitude. Ignoring
the time for the explosion to be felt at Section BB, Figure 4.6 shows how P(t)
decreases rapidly with time.
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o
Figure 4.6 - Pressure time decay in 105 mm gun barrel at 171.5 em from
location of detonation.
4.3 Transient Boundary Conditions
What should be kept in mind is that P (t) in Figure 4.5 is measured from a
piezoelectric gage outside the region of explosion, Figure 4.4. The response time
of the gage is not rapid enough to capture the true transient character of the
detonation. When the explosive discharges, the disturbance would be inflicted
to the gun tube within 10 - 5 sec which is two orders of magnitude faster than
10 - 3 sec as the time scale in Figure 4.5. That is, the influence of explosion is
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diffused by the time it is transmitted through the tube wall resulting in an
outward motion. It would be sufficiently accurat~ to assume a suddenly applied
pressure P(t) with a constant magnitu4e Pi to the inner bore at r = Ri = 6.788
cm. The value of Pi should be larger than the peak pressure, Po = 430 MPa, as
measured at r = Ro = 15.842 cm, Figure 4.5, This is because of the stress
concentration factor. An estimate of Pi can be made from the static Lame
solution for the thick wall cylinder.
Since the tube expands, Po = 430 MPa would be regarded as tensile, the
tangential stress (j0 at r = Ri becomes
at r = R
1 (4.1 )
The equivalent of an internal pressure Pi to produce the same (je at r
requires that
R~+R?
(j - P, J at r = R,
0- 1 R~- R? 1
J
Eliminating (je in equations (4,1) and (4,2) yields
p, = 2PoR~
J R~- R?
J
R
1
(4,2)
(4,3)
Using the values of Ri = 6.788 em, Ro = 15.842 em and Po = 430 J\iIPa, it is
found that Pi = 726.60 MPa. In other words, the applied pressure at the inner
bore is 1.690 times higher. This represents a conservative estimate of the
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dynamic impact pressure because its peak value occurs much sooner than the
measured value of 430 MPa at 2 msec. A fa'st time response gage would
probably record pressure higher than 430 MPa at time of the order of 10 - 5 sec
and not 10 - 3 sec.
A conservative model of the actual in-bore disturbance is a suddenly
applied pressure of 726.60 MPa for a short time interval 6.t. After the
detonation, the external pressure would decrease as shown in Figure 4.7. An
/cut-Off
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Figure 4.7 - Assumed time history of in-bore detonation pressure.
approximate idea of this time can be obta.ined from the relation
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(4.4)
where cl is given by the first of equations (2.1). For the 4340 steel, cl = 6,182
m/sec while Ro - R is the wall thickness. Equation (4.4) corresponds to the1
time for the dilatational wave to travel across the tube wall. Once stress waves
start to reflect, the tube begins to experience stress and/or strain. The dynamic
stress analysis should, therefore, include the events within this time interval.
Making use of equation (4.4), .6.t = 1.46 x 10 - 5 sec is obtained. This suggests
that .6.t in Figure 4.7 should be of the order of 10 - 5 sec and larger than 1.46 x
10 - 5 sec so as to capture the transient portion of the solution that would
.,..
initiate failure even though the stress and energy density level may increase
further had the 726.60 MPa pressure be applied beyond the cut-off point in
Figure 4.7. Some preliminary calculations will be made to determine the
approximate location of the cut-off point, i.e., for .6.t equal to 6 or 8 x 10 - 5 sec.
4.4 Jacket/Barrel Interface
Since the condition across the jacket/barrel interface is difficult to
simulate, two idealized situations will be examined. They correspond to the
condition of perfect contact between the jacket and barrel in Figure 4.8(a) such
that the interface would not affect the wave transmission process. Continuity is
assumed from R· = 6.788 cm to Ro = 15.842 cm being the outer radius of the1
jacket. The second condition assumes that wave transmission would be
completely blocked by the interface. This is illustrated in Figure 4.8(b) where
the boundary at Ro = 11.30 cm is fixed in displacement. These two extreme
conditions should provide an upper and lower bound solution to the problem.
Information on the desired character of the interface could then be found.
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Figure 4.8 - Schematic of cross-section AA at end of 105 mm gun barrel.
4.5 Numerical Approach
The finite element numerical procedure described in Chapter 3 is adopted
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Figure 4.9 - Finite element grid pattern of 105 mm gun tube cross-section with
one-quarter symmetry.
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to obtain the dynamic stress distribution in the gun barrel at Section AA in
Figure 4.2 for the two conditions described in Figures 4.8(a) and 4.8(b). In
view of rotational symmetry, it suffices to consider only one-quarter of the
geometry. Figure 4.9 shows the grid pattern that consists of 42 isoparametric
elements connected by 250 nodes. Along the axes of symmetry coinciding with
the x- and y-direetion, the appropriate displacement constraint is enforced. The
nodes along the y-axis are not allowed to displace in the negative x-direction
while those along the x-axis are not permitted to move in the negative y-
direction.
The 2D SWAC [15J computer program is applied to obtain the
displacements, stresses, strains and energy densities as a function of time.
Interpretation of the results in terms of possible failure by fracture will be made
subsequently.
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CHAPTER 5 - NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The incremental analysis in Section 3.4 is applied to solve equation (3.16)
for the nodal displacements. Refer to the grid pattern in Figure 4.8. Symmetry
across the 45° line is to be observed since the radial pressure load does not vary
with the angle e. Numerical results are obtained for the time span of P(t)
applied to R. = 6.788 cm according to the curve in Figure 4.7. A time
1
increment of 10 - 5 sec is chosen such that more than 103 steps of calculation
can be performed to capture the transient portion of the solution that would
initiate failure. What happens, therefore, is no longer of interest in this
investigation. Presented will be the dynamic stresses and energy densities
varying as a function of time and the radial distance. Because of symmetry, it
suffices to focus attention along the 45° line with nodes 115,118, ... ,136 as shown
in Figure 5.1.
115 118 121
Inner
radius
124 127 130 133 136
Outer
radius
Figure 5.1 - Nodal points along 45° radial line across wall thickness of gun tube.
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5.1 Transient Response of 105 mm Gun Barrel: End Section with Perfect
.; Interface
Referring to Figure 4.7(a), the inner bore at r = Ri = 6.788 cm is subjected
to impact pressure of 726.60 MPa for ~t = 8 x 10 - 5 sec up to the cut-off point,
after which the pressure decays rapidly. A time interval of 10 - 5 sec is taken
for a total of 1,300 increments. The stress components ITr and IT () as defined in
Figure 5.2 are calculated as a function of time together with the volume energy
density function dW/dV. Since the most severe intensification is expected to
y
f-------...J'--------"-----_~_--'--_~_-x0/__.. __ R, __-1°1
If- -----Ro------
Figure 5.2 - Stress components in cylindrical polar coordinates.
occur at the inner bore, values of IT r, IT(} and dW/dV are exhibited graphically in
Figure 5.3 for 120 flsec. While ITr is compressive, IT () is tensile most of the time
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Figure 5.3 - Variations of stresses and energy density with time at node 115 for
perfeet jacket/tube interface.
with a peak of 987 MPa at t ~ 60 psec. A maximum of dW/dV = 3.33 MPa
occurred at t = 80 /lsec. At this time, the effeetive stress
(5.1 )
also acquires a maximum value of iTe = 1,220 MPa which is almost equal to the
yield strength of the 4340 steel in Table 4.1 where iTys = 1,241 MPa. In
equation (5.1), iT· (j = 1,2,3) are the principal stresses. This implies that the
J
onset of yielding occurs when dW/ dV is maximum. Details of the failure
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behavior will be discussed later on. At node 127 which is at the interior of the
tube wall (Figure 5.1), the data in Table 5.1 snow that (Jr tends to oscillate
Table 5.1 - Stress and energy density as a function of time at selected locations:
perfect interface
Time (Jr
(MPa)
(Je dW/dV
t (Jlsec) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)
Node 115
1 - 91.4 0.129 354 O. 348
20 - 360 286 561 O. 682
40 - 530 650 1,020 2.27
60 - 282 987 1, 150 3.05
80 - 431 950 1,220 3. 33
100 - 469 216 607 0.817
120 - 181 - 205 194 O. 131
Node 127
1 0.015 - 10 -;1 O. 038 10 -6
20 - 187 43.0 212 0.115
40 24.2 330 319 O. 264
60 115 527 469 O. 639
80 - 241 367 530 0.614
100 106 269 235 '0.174
120 - 51.2 -123 107 O. 0352
Node 136
1 0.0058 10 - 4 10- 3 10 -3
20 4.10 42.50 40.60 Ht- 3
40 0.523 225 224 O. 126
60 2.64 351 350 O. 307
80 6.27 291 295 O. 215
100 - 13.60 170 177 O. 0761
120 4.31 -101 103 0.0262
while (J0 and dvV/ dV retained the same feature of rising to a peak and then
decay but their magnitudes are one order of magnitude lower than those at
node 115. Near the outer wall free surface where node 136 is located, the
...irtfluence of the reflective waves are evidenced by 0'1' changing signs. Tangential
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contraction at node 136 took place at t = 120 J1sec where 0" () become negative.
Stresses and energy density decreased in amplit~de rapidly after t = 80 J1sec.
This is to be expected because the applied pressure drops in intensity after 80
J1sec, Figure 4.7.
Displayed in Figure 5.4 are the variations of O"r and O"() with the radial
distance from the inner bore to the outer wall at t = 60 flsec. The radial stress
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Figure 5.4 - Variations of stresses and energy density with radial distance at t =
60 flsec for perfect jacket/tube interface.
ITr changed from compression to tension at the mid-section while the tangential
15
stress (Je decayed monotonically. The highest dW/dV is near the inner wall and
it decreases with decreasing radial distance. Summarized in Table 5.2 are the
corresponding numerical values.
Table 5.2 - Stress and energy density across tube wall at t = 60 J-lsec: perfect
interface
Node (Jr
(&Pa)
(Je dW/dV
No. (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)
,115 - 282 987 1150 3.05
118 - 257 838 991 2.25
121 -274 712 882 1.79
124 -150 593 680 1.07
127 115 527 469 0.639
130 12.0 401 396 0.395
133 81.2 398 364 0.364
136 2.64 351 350 0.307
Decay of the effective stress (Je at t = 80 J-lsec is shown together with that
for dW/ dV in Figure 5.5. The behavior is similar to that for t = 60 J-lsec where
both (Je and dW/dV attain their largest values at node 115 and then decrease
monotonically. Such a trend resembles the static result and is indicative of
weak wave reflection effect after 80 J-lsec for the case when complete wave
transmission is assumed to occur across the jacket/barrel interface.
5.2 Transient Response of 105 mm Gun Barrel: End Section with Rigid
Interface
Unlike the previous case where the interface between the jacket and barrel
IS assumed to be perfect as shown in Figure 4.8(a), the other extreme is to
assume the interface to be rigid such that no wave transmission would occur
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Figure 5.5 - Decay of effective stress and energy density with distance at 80 Jisec
for perfect jacket/barrel interface.
beyond Ro = 11.30 cm. This corresponds to the conditions in Figure 4.8(b).
The time for the wave to travel across the tube wall is shorter because waves
would be bounced back at a distance 11.30 cm instead of 15.842 cm. Wave
propagation path is reduced by a factor of 2.005. Equation (4.4) yields a time
of ~t = 1.18 x 10 - 5 sec. The transient phenomenon becomes more pronounced
at an earlier time. The same applied pressure as given in Figure 4.7 will be
used to obtain the stresses and energy densities.
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Plotted in Figure 5.6 are the variations of (In (Je and dW/dV with time.
As the tube is now prevented from expansion at Ro = 11.30 em, the tube would
be largely compressed in the radial direction. This is evidenced by the (Jr curve
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Figure 5.6 - Variations of stresses and energy density with time at node 115 for
rigid interface.
III Figure 5.6. The tangential stress component (Je changes sign depending on
the reflective wave characteristics. The maximum (Jo is 160 MPa in tension at t
= 40 psec. This is much lower than (J0 = 987 MPa that occurred at t = 60 psec
for a perfect interface. An oscillatory behavior of the eJlergy density function is
also observed where the dW/dV curve acquired several peaks and valleys in
time. At about t = 20 psec, dW/dV attains a maximum value of 1.74 MPa.
Again, this is lower than dW/dV = 3.33 MPa at t = 80 psec for a perfect
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Table 5.3 - Transient stresses and energy density at nodes 115, 127 and 136 for
rigid jacket/barrel interface
Time CTr
[&Pa)
CTe . dWjdV
t (f.lsec) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)
Node 115 r-'
0.1 -778 - 227 694 1.380
1 -773 - 203 694 1.360
5 - 568 - 45.4 546 0.771
10 - 460 94.2 514 0.616
20 - 834 0.0205 834 1. 740
40 - 231 160 342 O. 254
60 - 254 - 11.20 250 O. 160
80 -702 - 76.20 743 0.320
100 166 46.10 158 O. 0691
120 93.9 7.56 134 0.0414
Node 127
80.1 0.0322 0.0103 0.0285 10-
1 - 0.0214 - 0.693 1.89 10 -5
5 - 253 - 71.1 226 O. 149
10 - 363 - 31.0 349 O. 318
20 - 502 - 67.30 472 O. 594
40 - 477 - 91.80 437 O. 524
60 - 38.4 - 21.10 33.4 o. 00463
80 - 607 - 74.80 573 O. 870
100 - 76.6 - 18.4 69.5 O. 0235
120 76.4 - 0.302 76.7 O. 0164
}
Node 136
0.1 - 10 - 4 - 10 -4 10 -4 1013 61 - 0.86 - 0.257 0.765 10 -
5 - 26.5 - 7.92 23.6 O. 0016
10 - 565 -169 502 O. 725
20 - 441
-132 393 0.443
40 -198 - 59.10 176 0.0889
60 200 - 59.90 178 O. 0914
80 -576 -172 512 O. 754
100 - 61.1 - 18.3 55.8 0.00886
120 177 52.90 157 0.0711
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Table 5.4 - (Continued)
Node err
(MPa)
ere dW/dV
No. (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)
t = 40 /lsec
115 -231 160 342 0.254
118 -191 137 285 0.179
121 -436 36.20 455 0.517
124 -514 - 31.1 500 0.642
127 -477 - 91.8 437 0.524
130 -126 - 26.90 115 0.0366
133 -189 - 52.10 169 0.0811
136 -198 - 59.10 176 0.0889
t = 60 Jisec
115 -254 -122 250 0.254
118 -373 - 69.1 344 0.417
121 -363 - 82.6 330 0.306
124 -306 - 80.3 275 0.214
127 - 38.4 - 21.1 33.4 0.00463
130 4.31 - 8.80 11.7 0.000514
133 223 59.8 200 0.113
136 200 59.9 178 0.0914
t = 80 /lsec
115 -702 762 743 1.320
118 -481 110 544 0.750
121 -234 146 332 0.262
124 -401 55.4 431 0.448
127 -607 - 74.8 573 0.870
130 -558 - 131 506 0.713
133 -530 - 141 475 0.639
136 -576 -172 512 0.754
t = 100 /lscc
/ 115 166 46.1 158 0.0691
118 -122 - 38.5 108 0.113
121 - 37.3 - 28.3 34.5 0.0568
124 98.0 19.0 91.3 0.0238
127 - 76.6 - 18.4 69.5 0.0235
130 -178 - 50.7 158 0.0721
133 20.0 8.78 17.6 0.000959
136 - 61.1 - 18.3 55.8 0.00886
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Table 5.4 - (Continued)
Node (Jr (lipa) (Je dW/dVNo. (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)
t = 120 J.lsec
115 93.90 7.56 134 0.0414
118 36.50 - 10.90 43.2 0.0789
121 10.40 - 27.90 34.4 0.00372
124 -165 - 77.90 143 0.0761
127 76.40 0.302 76.7 0.0164
- 130 21.10 2.61 22.6 0.00214
133 159 45.10 142 0.0574
136 177 52.90 157 0.0711
interface. The situations at the interior and near the interface can be observed
from the data for nodes 127 and 136, respectively. They are given in Table 5.3.
The rigid interface constraint tends to dominate the outcome at these locations.
That is, the material elements have less freedom to deform. The corresponding
stresses and energy densities would be lowered in amplitude.
In view of the data in Table 5.4, the quantities (Jr' (J0 and dW/ dV are seen
to fluctuate with the space variable l' as well. This can be observed from the
curves in Figure 5.7 for t = 80 flsec. Unlike the dW/ dV behavior at t = 80 flsec
for the perfect interface in Figure 5.5, the energy density function possesses two
minima. They are located near nodes 121 and 133. Recall that the maximum
of the dW/ dV minimum locates the site of failure initiation by fracture should
its value become sufficiently high. A discussion of failure behavior will follow.
Curves similar to those in Figure 5.7 can be found for times t
10,20,40, ... ,120 flsec. They will, in general, possess the same feature as
indicated by the data in Table 5.4. Stresses and energy densities at all locations
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Figure 5.7 - Variations of stresses and energy density with distance at t = 80
/lsec for rigid interface.
are expected to decrease in magnitude after the cut-off point III Figure 4.7
where the detonation pressure in the gun barrel decays quickly with time.
5.3 Failure Initiation and Instability
Referring to the hypotheses stated in Section 2.2, application of the volume
energy density criterion [11-13] requues a knowledge of the critical volume
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energy density as defined in equation (2.7). While the mechanical properties of
the gun barrel material made of 4340 steel are lisfed in Table 4.1, there remains
the calculation of the fracture properties. The area under the true stress and
true strain curve in Figure 4.3 gives (dW j dV)c which can be written as
(dW) (dW) (dW *dV c = dV p + dV)c = 9.832 MPa (5.2)
By assuming that the line FF1 is parallel to the straight line at initial loading,
the area FF1F2 can be computed as (dWjdV)~ = 3.258 MPa. Since OF1
represents the permanent strain just prior to final fracture, the area OFF1 or
(dW j dV)p is the energy density dissipated by yielding or plastic deformation
which is not available for fracture. This gives (dW j dV)p/ (dW/ dV)~ =
6.574/3.258 = 2.012. It implies that the energy consumed by plasticity is twice
of that by fracture. As the curve in Figure 4.3 is obtained under static loading,
it is not representative of the dynamic response of the gun barrel. The ratio
(dW j dV)p/ (dW/ dV)~ is anticipated to be lowered. It is reasonable to assume
that (dWjdV)p is nearly equal to (dWjdV)t Moreover, the area under the
stress-strain curve would likely to be reduced by, say 30% to 40% depending on
the loading rate. A 30% reduction on (dW j dV)c is assumed. Their numerical
values for static and anticipated dynamic loading can be found in Table 5.5.
More energy would be available for fracture. The value of (dW/ dV)~ for
dynamic loading is higher than that for static loading.
Perfect Interface. Recall from the data in Figure 5.3 that the element
nearest to the inner bore were most severely stressed andjor strained. A
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Table 5.5 - Static and dynamic (anticipated) fracture properties of 4340 steel
Static (MPa)
(dWjdV)~
3.258
(dW jdV)c
9.832
Dynamic (MPa)
(dWjdVn
3.441
(dWjdV)c
6.882
maxlInum tangential stress of (Je = 987 MPa occurred ~t t == 60 f-lsec and
dWjdV = 3.33 MPa at t = 80 fJsec was the peak energy density. The local
maximum of dWjdV minimum, i.e., [(dWjdV)~i~]L is between the (dWjdV)~
for static and dynamic loading. According to Table 5.5, the following can be
stated:
3.258 MPa (static) < 3.330 (computed) < 3.441 MPa (dynamic) (5.3)
The energy state is on the borderline of failure by fracture. The above
conclusion is based on the load time history of Figure 4.7 with a holding time of
~t = 80 f-lsec for the maximum detonation pressure. The dynamic stress and
energy density level will be further elevated for a longer holding time. Failure
by fracture would then be eminent. This is a critical parameter that could not
be monitored accurately by experiments.
The local maximum of dW jdV minimum all occur at node 115. That is,
[(dWjdV)~~]L is approximately 3.33 MPa at r = 6.788 cm for t = 80 fJsec as
shown in Figure 5.5. The same applies to the results in Table 5.3 for the other
time intervals. There does not appear to be a distinct global dW jdV minimum.
It indicates that the failure instability index e defined in Figure 2.4 would
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extend beyond the tube wall thickness, i.e., e 2: Ro - Ri. Failure by fracture is
predicted to be unstable in that once [( dW/ dV)~i~]L exceeds (dW/ dV)~, the
gun tube fractures completely. This corresponds to the static fracture behavior.
Up to 80 Jisec, the dynamic effect is small. Figure 5.8 shows the constant
8
0,"'-------'----
Figure 5.8 - Constant energy density contours (MPa,) at 80 Jisec for perfect
interface.
dW/ dV curves at t = 80 Jisec. The numbers on the contours correspond to
MP a. They decrease with increasing radial distance r.
Rigid Interface. According to the results of the dynamic stress analysis in
Section 5.2, the intensity of the stress and energy density field lowered
considerably when the interface is assumed to be fixed. Figure 5.6 shmvs that
the maximum energy density or [(dW/dV)~i~]L is only about 1.74 MPa which
is only about 50% of the critical value in Table 5.5. The assumption of no wave
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transmission across the jacket/barrel interface is too conservative. Under actual
conditions, the results would fall between those for the perfect and rigid
interface. The transient character is best reflected by the rigid interface
solution.
Plotted in Figures 5.9 are, respectively, the constant dW/dV contours for t
= 20 J-lsec. As the contours tend to fluctuate in amplitude, there prevail many
Figure 5.9 - Constant energy density contours (MPa) at 20 J-lsec for rigid
interface.
mInIma and maXIma that would have to be sorted out for determining the
failure site and instability index e. This can be better seen from the three-
dimensional plot in Figure 5.10 in which the variations of dW/dV with distance
across the tube wall are shown. Rotational symmetry is preserved exactly due
to slight alterations in the numerical results.
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Figure 5.10 - Oscillation of volume energy density at 20 Jisec for rigid interface.
A glance at the results in Table 5.4 reveals that the energy density field
possesses many stationary values. Of interest are the locations of
[(dW/dV)m?Lx]L and [(dW/dV)m?Lx]G from which e can be determined. PlotsmIn mm
of dW/dV versus r for each time increment can be produced to find e as
illustrated in Figure 5.11 for t = 80 psec. In this way, the dependency of e is
found in terms of time; it is shown graphically in Figure 5.12. The largest e=
3.83cm occurred at 120 Jisec £GJlowed by e = 3.30 cm at t = 20 psec. Even
though failure instability increases with e, the instance t = 120 psec is not the
most dangerous time because the prevailing local energy density is the lowest.
Failure would first initiate at t = 20 Ilsec when [(dW/dV)~f;]L is the largest.
The location of [(dvV/dV)~f;]G is at r = 10.1 em. Remember that the tube
outer radius is still Ro = 15.842 cm. About 64% of the tube wall would have
fractured if the energy density level happened to reach critical. Such a
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condition is not favored in design. Maximum [(dWjdV)~i:]L should
correspond to minimum e or small e in comparison with tube radii such that
failure would be localized should it occur. The two curves in Figure 5.12 should
be out-of-phase such as the situation at t = 120 /1sec.
The location of failure initiation or [(dWjdV)~i:]L can be best seen from
the data in Table 5.6. It does not always correspond to the inner bore where
Table 5.6 - Numerical values of local and global energy densities and failure
instability index for rigid interface
Time
t (/1sec)
[(dW jdV)m?-x]
(MPa) mIll G e(em)
5 0.771 6.79)* 0.292 17.30) 0.51
10 0.761 11.20) 0.547 110.80~ 0.40
20 1.740 6.80 0.373 10.10 3.30
40 0.642 8.18 0.430 8.58 0.40
60 0.417 7.17 0.349 7.04 0.13
80 1.320 6.80 0.730 9.76 2.96
100 0.113 7.17 0.041 6.91 0.26
120 0.079 7.17 0.049 11.0 3.83
*Numbers in parentheses denote radial distance in em.
node 115 is located. Note from the data in Figure 5.13 for t = 10 fJsec that
[(dWjdV)m~x]L= 0.76 MPa is at r = 11.2 em while [(dWjdV)m?-x]G = 0.547
n11I1 mJn
MPa is at r = 10.8 em. The energy density level is highest near the interface
where e is confined to. The opposite occurred at t = 120 fJsec. This is
illustrated in Figure 5.14 where [(dWjdV)~~]L is now near the inner wall at r
= 7.17 cm and [(dWjdV)m~x]G occurs at r = 11.0 em which is close to themIll
interface. Hence, e is relatively large where it almost extends across the wall
thickness. Failure is not likely to take place as such because the energy density
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level is comparatively low.
5.4 Delayed Detonation Pressure Decay
f'
Based on a holding time of 80 Jisec at a pressure level of 726.60 MPa, the
local energy density at the inner bore almost reached the critical value of the
4340 steel material. The gun barrel is near the threshold of failure initiation.
In the absence of any reliable data on the holding time, it is only prudent to
examine the consequence of maintaining the detonation pressure of 726.6 MPa
beyond the point er or 80 Jisec as shown in Figure 5.15. Recall that maximum
co e1 ez e3 726.60 MPa0- ------
:2: ~ \ 1\ \
~ \ \ \.- \0-
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Figure 5.15 - Location of different cut-off points at the same detonation pressure
for perfect interface.
dWjdV = 3.33 MPa and maximum IIO = 978 MPa occurred, respectively, at 80
Jisec and 60 /lSec. Because of the transient character of the solution, both II0
and dW /dV decreased in magnitude as time is increased beyond 80 Jisec. Their
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amplitudes start to increase as time approaches 300 J.lsec. At t = 320 J.lsec, (J"e
at the inner bore is found to be 1,020 MPa. This is a 40.4% increase beyond the
applied pressure of 726.6 MPa. The energy density at the same location is 3.44
MPa at t = 320 J.lsec; it further increased to 4.31 Ilsec at t = 340 J.lsec where (J"e
lowered to 1,010 MPa. Both (J"e and dW/dV do not attain their peaks at the
same time instance. A dynamic amplification of 54.1% is found for (J"0 at t =
460 J.lsec, i.e., when (J"e = 1,120 MPa while dW/dV is equal to 4.39 MPa. Again,
the comparison is made for a local element at the inner wall. The tangential
stress (J"e tends to decrease upon further increase in time but dW/ dV increases
to 4.39 MPa at t = 480 /lsec, which corresponds to the second cut-off point e2 in
Figure 5.15. The physical interpretation is that for a detonation pressure
holding time of approximately one-half of a millisecond the gun barrel is
predicted to fail by fracture initiating from the inside ,vall. The oscillatory
character of (J"0 and dW/ dV is evidenced from the above discussion. A further
increase in dW/dV up to 4.91 MPa is found at 720 J.lsec. This is the third cut-
off point e3 in Figure 5.15 because for time between 720 J.lsec and one
millisecond, dW/ dV is smaller than 4.91 MPa. At one millisecond or 10 - 3 sec,
dW/dV = 4.27 MPa. The gun barrel is more vulnerable to failure if the
holding time of the detonation pressure is increased within the time range
discussed. All dynamic effects will eventually die out, of course, if the holding
time is increased indefinitely.
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CHAPTER 6 - CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Analyzed in this thesis is the transient behavior of a 105 mm gun barrel at
the section where high explosives are detonated. The condition of projectile
premature is examined by varying the holding time of the detonation pressure
which has a direct influence on the elevation of the stresses and energy densities
in the gun barrel. Failure by fracture is predicted after one-half millisecond of
detonation at a pressure level of approximately 727 MPa. However, if the same
pressure is sustained in the detonation chamber for less than 80 psec, then the
gun barrel could have survived according to the estimate based on the volume
energy criterion. Time response of field measurement equipment, however, is of
the order of milliseconds and, yet, high stresses and energy densities are
predicted to prevail in the gun barrel about ten times of a microsecond.
Incompatibility between the time resolution in field tests and analytical
calculations must be resolved before insights can be gained into the
phenomenon of projectile premature. Validation of the proposed cause of
failure requires additional research. Some of the areas that require special
attention can be listed.
6.1 Dynamic Strain Rate Effect
More precise dynamic strain analysis should be performed to determine the
change in local strain rates ( in the critical section of the gun barrel for the
appropriate holrling time range of detonation pressure. This would yield the
available energy densi ty to initiate fracture (dW/ dV)~ as a function of time. It
is anticipated that as ( lIlcreases, more energy would be made available for
fracture as shown in Figure 6.1. This is because the material elements would
dissipate less energy in distortion.
o
Strain rate E
Figure 6.1 - Increase of available energy density for fracture with strain rate.
6.2 Modelling of Jacket/Barrel Interface
The two idealized interface conditions either overestimate or underestimate
the actual condition. It is possible to introduce sliding nodes at the inner wall
of the jacket and outer wall of the gun barrel such that relative motion or
sliding could take place at the interface. The contact pressure would be a
function of time and influence the failure behavior of the barrel. Useful
information could be gained on how to optimize prestress state of the shrink fit.
6.3 Location of Failure Initiation
The location of failure is assumed to occur at Section AA in Figures 4.2 or
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Detonation chamber
4.4. This is based on the test data in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 which showed that the
peak pressure at Section AA is much higher than that at Section BB, the
location of which is shown in Figure 4.4. However, the detonation chamber
extends beyond the jacket which covers the barrel over a distance of 42.95 em,
Figure 4.2. Note that the inner bore with diameter 13.576 em extends beyond
the jacket before it reduces down to 10.728 em in diameter. The wall thickness
in this section just beyond the jacket is only 4.512 em which is only one-half of
9.054 em in Figure 4.8(a) analyzed in this study. Yet, the detonation pressure
would be the same. The most likely location of failure initiation is indicated in
Figure 6.2. It corresponds to the vicinity where the jacket reinforcement
r---- A Likely location of failure
Il-'- / initiation
I l------------=----n---r"'--~r---~--____;;r_---_;'l.-----_j
I I I
-- - -t\---'-----'-- i----r
: I I
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Figure 6.2 - Likely location of failure initiation.
terminates. There prevails also a step stress concentration in the longitudinal
direction of the gun barrel which is not considered in the analysis.
6.4 Peak Detonation Pressure Holding Time
More work is needed to investigate the effect of detonation pressure holding
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time as discussed briefly in Section 5.4 with reference to the different cut-off
points in Figure 5.15. The holding time for the 726.6 MPa pressure could very
likely be 720 f1sec, i.e., about three quarters of a millisecond which is
comparable to the time resolution of measurement. The predicted constant
dWjdV contours in Figure 6.3 exhibit the transient behavior even for a perfect
Y <-50
o,L-----'----
Figure 6.3 - Constant energy density contours at 720 f1sec for perfect interface.
interface where dW jdV is shown to possess many stationary values. Prior to
this time, the dW jdV contours had a monotonic increase or decrease in
magnitude such as the results in Figure 5.8 for t = 80 f1sec. The same applies
to t = 480 lisec. Figure 6.4 gives a plot of dvV j dV versus the radial distance
along which nodes 115,116, ... ,136 prevail. A local maximum of dW jdV
minimum is found at node 115 where [( dWjdV)~i~k = 4.91 MPa and a global
maximum of dWjdV minimum occurred at node 126 where [(dWjdV)~i~]G =
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Figure 6.4 - Variations of energy density with distance at 720 Ilsec for perfect
interface.
0.672 MPa. This gives a value of e = 4.38 em. Values of energy densities at
other locations are given in Table 6.1. These conditions are considered to be
Table 6.1 - Volume energy density at nodes across gun barrel wall at 720 JIsec
for perfect interface
Node dWjdV Node dWjdV
No. (MPa) No. (MPa)
115 4.91 126 0.672
116 3.17 127 0.698
117 2.28 128 0.512
118 1.87 129 0.434
119 1.71 130 0.391
120 1.54 131 0.346
121 1.45 132 0.315
122 1.17 133 0.292
123 0.976 134 0.323
124 0.881 135 0.329
125 0.699 136 0.325
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severe according to the energy density criterion because they are above and
beyond the threshold of failure by fracture. The need for a more reliable
knowledge of the detonation pressure holding time is apparent.
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